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“I WAS SENT AN AMARO!”
I announced, smiling broadly like I had just won the lotto. My husband finished pushing his bicycle through the doorway of our Brooklyn
apartment and eyed the tall obsidian bottle on the kitchen table, its name, Sfumato, spelled out in burnished gold lettering. I swear we both
heard the soft murmurings of angels.
“And it’s a rabarbaro,” I added, emphasizing the second syllable in this Italian word that I knew meant rhubarb and, in this context, a
liqueur infused with rhubarb. Far from fluent, I have what I would call “Food Italian.” I also have Food French and Food Vietnamese. I’ve
diligently worked on Food Japanese for the past decade.
Since I was a child of seven, when English displaced Vietnamese, my first language, in the aftermath of war and refugee resettlement, I’ve
equated the acquisition of new flavors and foods with new words and languages, and vice versa. English first came to me foil-wrapped and
warm: “hamburger”; paper-sheathed and greasy: “fries”; bottled and bubbly-sweet: “Dr. Pepper.” I find comfort and, as I grow older, great
pleasure when my belly and mind are learning in tandem.
“Oh, like Zucca,” my husband noted, as we took turns holding the bottle of Amaro Sfumato Rabarbaro with both hands. Zucca is the brand
of the most widely available rabarbaro, a bottle of which he had brought back from Milan a couple years ago.
The Sfumato, we agreed, is less sweet, softer on the palate and, apologies to Zucca, has more elegance to it, as if it has gone to a really
good finishing school. Herbaceous with Alpine notes and tangled with the lushness of ripe dark berries, Sfumato also distinguishes itself
with the flavor of smoke. Not the bold smokiness of mezcal or whisky, this smoke suggests a smoldering hearth, perhaps in Switzerland,
which borders Trentino-Alto Adige, the region where Antica Erboristeria Cappelletti has been making Sfumato for nearly a century.
Now, had I studied Renaissance paintings, acquired Advanced Food Italian or simply read the back of the bottle, this element of smoke
wouldn’t have surprised me. Instead, I would think it the fulfillment of a promise, because at the root of Sfumato is “fumo,” or smoke.
I soon learned, via a flurry of emails traded with Italian friends, that “sfumato” is a word in its own right—the past participle of “sfumare,”
a verb meaning to soften, shade or taper off. “Sfumato is a very intriguing word,” replied Claudio Beorchia, a visual artist, novelist and
poet based in Refrontolo, in the Prosecco Hills of the Veneto region, “and complicated to explain.” He attempted it anyway: “Leonardo’s
colors are sfumati; Basquiat’s colors are not sfumati.”
“But it’s funny because you can use ‘sfumato’ also in cooking,” Claudio continued, “usually when you put wine, beer or broth in the pan.”
I thanked Claudio profusely, and I was off to confirm the culinary use of “sfumato” because I’d never seen him cook.
Sara Fruner, a literary translator and poet, was my next port of call. Originally from Riva del Garda, in Trentino-Alto Adige, and now a
New Yorker, Sara has an impeccable culinary vocabulary. I’d fielded her many precise questions when she translated my first novel, which
was larded with food.
“It is the moment you add wine to a risotto, that’s ‘sfumare,’ ” Sara agreed, “which makes so much sense, because the moment you pour, it
starts to smoke.”
Isn’t that the same as “to evaporate?” I countered.
“The Italian language is very, very specific when it comes to the preparation of food,” Sara reminded me. “ ‘Svaporare,’ in the Italian
kitchen, is the micro-step right after sfumare.”
The next missive to arrive in my inbox was from Roberta Mazzanti, a former fiction editor at the publishing house Giunti (and the editor of
the above-referenced translation by Sara). After acknowledging the art and culinary connotations, Roberta wrote, “I think of the
metaphorical uses: ‘un discorso sfumato’ (allusive), or ‘una occasione sfumata’ (a chance that disappeared, was lost).”
By now, I was becoming weepy. The poetry of “sfumato” was overwhelming and full of possibilities. Or had I taken too many sips of
Sfumato during the course of my research? Both were true.
Yet with the writing day half over, I’d not found the intersection of sfumato and rabarbaro.
“I know all about rhubarb,” I had boasted to my husband as we opened the Sfumato. “ Laura Ingalls Wilder wrote about it in ‘The First
Four Years.’ ” Our kitchen dissolved in a sfumato (!) of nostalgia as I recalled when and where rhubarb had first entered my
consciousness. Wilder called it “pie plant,” as miraculous to the 9-year-old me as a “candy mountain” or “gingerbread house.”
Sfumato is made from “il Rabarbaro cinese” or “Chinese rhubarb,” I learned from its maker’s dual-language website. Then, consulting
what my Vietnamese American mother and aunt call “Ông Già Google”—Old Man Google, because he knows all—I learned how little I
knew about rhubarb.
All rhubarbs belong to the family Rheum, but in the U.S. “Chinese rhubarb” refers to the genus Rheum Palmatum, which differs greatly
from Wilder’s pie plant, the culinary rhubarb grown for its sfumato (!!) of red-to-pink stalks.
Chinese rhubarb is coveted for its root, used first in China for medicinal purposes and then along the Silk Road, where it was traded
westward to Europe. The Venetian Marco Polo tracked it to Northwest China, where it was cultivated and harvested, then stole this
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valuable agricultural commodity in order to grow it closer to his own home.
I emailed Eric Seed, owner of Haus Alpenz, the U.S. importer of Sfumato, for confirmation that this was the rabarbaro cinese found in the
Trentino-Alto Adige region. “We’ve always referred to the Rheum Palmatum, but it’s not impossible that others get plucked as well,” he
replied. “The rhubarb grows wild in the mountains.”
Mr. Seed explained that the late-19th- and early-20th-century emphasis on Chinese roots—of both plants and words—coincided with an
orientalist celebration of the exotic. “As rabarbaro became a cornerstone item for many northern Italian producers, it took on a native
identity and found a home in the provocative drinks of the pre-war Futurismo movement.”
There was something undeniably apropos in my learning about Sfumato’s Chinese roots from an American named Seed.
Rabarbaro cinese went native in Trentino-Alto Adige? It escaped into the mountains and grew wild? I was getting weepy all over again,
raising my glass to this hardy plant for becoming a part of this region but on its own terms.
This unexpected cascade and convergence of themes in my glass of Sfumato continued into the night, when I read this stunning line from
“Beirut Hellfire Society,” the latest novel by the Lebanon-born Canadian Rawi Hage : “Earth and the ground are overrated. It is smoke
that matters, that fleeing gesture of escape that reaches beyond lands and borders and claimed territories.”
This time, I was certain that the angels murmured their approval.
—Ms. Truong is the author of the novels “The Book of Salt” and “Bitter in the
Mouth.” Her latest, “The Sweetest Fruits” (Viking), tells the story of 19th-century
writer and traveler Lafacadio Hearn from the points of view of his mother and two
wives.
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